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The Enigma Factor
By: Breakfield and Burkey
Published by: ICABOD Press
Available for Sale at: Amazon, Audible, iTunes,
EGB247.com, Indie Lector, Barnes and Noble, and more…
Retail Price for Print: 17.95
Print ISBN-13: 978-1-946858-27-6
Retail Price for eBook: 2.99
eBook ISBN: 978-1-946858-01-6
Retail Price for Audible: 17.47
Audible ASIN: B072MK2QXW
Book Website: https://enigmabookseries.com/the-enigma-factor/
Author Website: https://enigmabookseries.com/

Review comments for The Enigma Factor
“…a hacker finds his life turned upside down as a mysterious company tries to recruit him.”
−Kirkus Reviews: https://www.kirkusreviews.com/book-reviews/charles-v-breakfield/enigma-factor/
“Very well written, very clever and witty with just the right amount of humor. Like a Clancy, it
is hard to put the book down”
−Neil G: February 2014 verified purchase review on Amazon.com
“Fast moving and timely with enough character development to engage even a not much
interested in computer tech person like me.”
−Joan Killelea: April 2016 review on Amazon.com
“This was a wonderfully researched and written tech-centric thriller, rounded out with a steamy
bit of romance. “
-Ms Christian C.: July 27 2017 review on Audible.com

The Enigma Rising
By: Breakfield and Burkey
Published by: ICABOD Press
Available for Sale at: Amazon, Audible, iTunes,
EGB247.com, Indie Lector, Barnes and Noble, and more…
Retail Price for Print: 17.95
Print ISBN-13: 978-1-946858-03-0
Retail Price for eBook: 2.99
eBook ASIN: B00HVCU3JS
Retail Price for Audible: 17.47
Audible ISBN-13: 978-1-946858-06-1
Book Website: https://enigmabookseries.com/the-enigmarising/
Author Website: https://enigmabookseries.com/

Review comments for The Enigma Rising
“Nevertheless, the story will hold readers’ attention until its unsettling conclusion…“
−Kirkus Reviews: https://www.kirkusreviews.com/book-reviews/roxanne-e-burkey/the-enigmarising/
“Couldn't wait for this one to show up after reading the first. …”
−Neely Imeson: March 2015 Verified Purchase review on Amazon.com
“Very well written, very clever and witty with just the right amount of humor. Like a Clancy …”
−Ty Kostan: September 2014 Verified Purchase review on Amazon.com
“The story is engaging right from the beginning and the characters really develop in this book. “
-SMS: October 27 2917 Verified Audible Review
“I enjoy thrillers but this is much more … thrills, action, the edge of your seat suspense with a
touch of romance and humanity.”
- Midwestbonsai September 25 2017 - ABR Reviewer's Choice Award Winner

The Enigma Ignite
By: Breakfield and Burkey
Published by: ICABOD Press
Available for Sale at: Amazon, Audible, iTunes,
EGB247.com, Indie Lector, Barnes and Noble, and more…
Retail Price for Print: 17.95
Print ISBN-13: 978-1-946858-04-7
Retail Price for eBook: 2.99
eBook ISBN: 978-1-946858-078
Retail Price for Audible: 17.47
Audible ISBN-13: 978-1-946858-08-5
Book Website: https://enigmabookseries.com/book-threethe-enigma-ignite/
Author Website: https://enigmabookseries.com/

Review comments for The Enigma Ignite
“The solid ending could either stand alone or serve as a lead-in to a potential sequel...“
−Kirkus Reviews: https://www.kirkusreviews.com/book-reviews/roxanne-e-burkey/4767812/
“I can't wait for what happens next. Oh yeah, RocknRoll will never die!”
−Mariola Smith November 2014 Kindle Edition review on Amazon.com
“Really enjoyed the whole series - both as a reader and as a guy with a technology bent.”
−Amazon Customer July 2014 2016 Kindle Edition review on Amazon.com
“The entire team of characters assembled by the authors is rich with all the appropriate levels of
humor, drama, and romance. “
-Literary Titan October 31 2017 on LiteraryTitan.com
“If you are the intelligent reader who likes modern, relevant sci-fi technology driven
international thrillers, then I would highly recommend this intense yet satirically flavored read. “
-Jeremy Gelwix October 6 2016, Amazon verified purchase
“Anyone who loves thrillers and mysteries with an amazing TWIST – this is the book for you!!!”
-Midwestbonsai January 9 2018, Audible verified review

The Enigma Wraith
By: Breakfield and Burkey
Published by: ICABOD Press
Available for Sale at: Amazon, Audible, iTunes,
EGB247.com, Indie Lector, Barnes and Noble, and more…
Retail Price for Print: 17.95
Print ISBN-13: 978-1-946858-09-2
Retail Price for eBook: 2.99
eBook ISBN: 978-1-946858-10-8
Retail Price for Audible: 17.47
Audible ISBN-13: 978-1-946858-11-5
Book Website: https://enigmabookseries.com/book-four-theenigma-wraith/
Author Website: https://enigmabookseries.com/

Review comments for The Enigma Wraith
“Another stellar installment. Breakfield and Burkey show no signs of slowing down in an everimproving series.”
−Kirkus Reviews: https://www.kirkusreviews.com/book-reviews/roxanne-e-burkey/enigmawraith/
“Engrossing, couldn't put it down, from starting of the series while reading the book all the
characters are moving in front of your eyes.”
−Devika September 2015 Kindle Edition review on Amazon.com
“The authors have a uncanny way of keeping the reader intrigued, entertained, enthralled and…”
−John Costello January 2015 verified purchase Kindle Edition review on Amazon.com
“This book was an emotional rollercoaster! There were some very happy, very sad, and very aha! moments in this story.”
-erobbins33 December 19 2019 review on Audible.com

The Enigma Stolen
By: Breakfield and Burkey
Published by: ICABOD Press
Available for Sale at: Amazon, Audible, iTunes,
EGB247.com, Indie Lector, Barnes and Noble, and more…
Retail Price for Print: 17.95
Print ISBN-13: 978-1-946858-12-2
Retail Price for eBook: 2.99
eBook ISBN: 978-1-946858-13-9
Retail Price for Audible: 17.47
Audible ISBN-13: 978-1-946858-14-6
Book Website: https://enigmabookseries.com/book-five-theenigma-stolen/
Author Website: https://enigmabookseries.com/

Review comments for The Enigma Stolen
“The authors focus on characters in preceding books, but this time, they’ve breathed new life
into the series …”
−Kirkus Reviews: https://www.kirkusreviews.com/book-reviews/charles-v-breakfield/theenigma-stolen/
“If you are looking for a really cool thriller that has sci fi, action, and politics, then this is
definitely the book that you are going to want to check out.”
−Kerrie May 14 2019 verified purchase review on Amazon.com
“Wow this series gets better and better with every book I feel. Stakes are high in this one.”
−Emmyjo October 23 2018 verified review on Amazon.com
“Great storytelling and writing combining historical accuracy and technology dark side
possibilities.”
Dave Welling June 19 2019 Audible.com review

InD’Tale Best male narrator 2019-Derek Shoales

The Enigma Always
By: Breakfield and Burkey
Published by: ICABOD Press
Available for Sale at: Amazon, Audible, iTunes,
EGB247.com, Indie Lector, Barnes and Noble, and more…
Retail Price for Print: 17.95
Print ISBN-13: 978-1-946858-18-4
Retail Price for eBook: 2.99
eBook ISBN: 978-1-946858-19-1
Retail Price for Audible: 17.47
Audible ISBN-13: 978-1-946858-20-7
Book Website: https://www.enigmabookseries.com/book-six-theenigma-always/
Author Website: https://enigmabookseries.com/

Review comments for The Enigma Always
“The authors have likewise mastered scenes that are simultaneously cool and comical: Jacob’s
tracking program is “his secret sauce,” “
−Kirkus Reviews: https://www.kirkusreviews.com/book-reviews/charles-v-breakfield/theenigma-always/
“Read the first book, enjoyed it, decided to skip to Enigma Always... great read.... need to make
a movie or mini series soon.”
−Amazon Customer November 2015 Verified Purchase review on Amazon.com
“I would recommend this book to anyone that enjoys a smart, fun, exciting, complex, twisted and
suspenseful plots, characters with depth, and enjoy…”
−Amazon Customer January 2016 review on Amazon.com
“The twists and turns of this story mesh nicely with the human element of the books strong and
interesting characters.”
Anonymous User May 10 2019 Audible.co.uk

The Enigma Gamers – A CATS Tale
By: Breakfield and Burkey
Published by: ICABOD Press
Available for Sale at: Amazon, Audible, iTunes,
EGB247.com, Indie Lector, Barnes and Noble, and more…
Retail Price for Print: 17.95
Print ISBN-13: 978-1-946858-15-3
Retail Price for eBook: 2.99
eBook ISBN: 978-1-946858-16-0
Retail Price for Audible: 17.47
Audible ISBN-13: 978-1-946858-17-7
Book Website: https://enigmabookseries.com/book-seven-theenigma-gamers/
Author Website: https://enigmabookseries.com/

Review comments for The Enigma Gamers – A CATS Tale
“An unmistakable distinction from preceding books is evident, primarily a lighter tone”
−Kirkus Reviews: https://www.kirkusreviews.com/book-reviews/charles-breakfield/enigmagamers/
“Can't wait for the movie!!! Vote for Alec Baldwin as Stalker!”
−Jim Hughes March 2016 Verified purchase review on Amazon.com
“They've managed to do it again... They had me laughing out loud...gasping in horror..and going
crazy with worry…”
−Glenda Kaye Behrens April 2016 review on Amazon.com
“It is so easy to imagine what happens in the story with all those computers. I look forwards to
be able to buy more of these books, I am intrigued.”
-Niki, Matters February 14 2019 verified purchase Amazon.com
“The book was awesome. My favorite character pair were ICHABOD and Julie. Their biplay was
hilarious!”
Erobbins33 December 25 2019 verified purchase Audible.com

The Enigma Broker
By: Breakfield and Burkey
Published by: ICABOD Press
Available for Sale at: Amazon, Audible, iTunes,
EGB247.com, Indie Lector, Barnes and Noble, and more…
Retail Price for Print: 17.95
Print ISBN-13: 978-1-946858-21-4
Retail Price for eBook: 2.99
eBook ISBN: 978-1-946858-22-1
Retail Price for Audible: 17.47
Audible ISBN-13: 978-1-946858-23-8
Book Website: https://enigmabookseries.com/book-eight-theenigma-broker/
Author Website: https://enigmabookseries.com/

Review comments for The Enigma Broker
"Another exciting thriller entry in a series that shows no signs of slowing down."
−Kirkus Reviews: https://www.kirkusreviews.com/search/?q=The+ENigma+Broker&t=all
“The Enigma Broker …, a powerful thriller laced with realism that explores a phenomenon that
could threaten the world's civilizations and economy”
-Arya Fomonyuy for Readers' Favorite
“This book takes readers on a wild roller coaster ride through cyber-space, one that is equally
thrilling and funny.”
-Kerrie June 3 2019 verified Amazon purchase
“I highly recommend the entire book series as psycho-thrillers with a splash of conspiracy can be
intriguing to read.”
-Bookworm April 23 2019 verified purchase Amazon review
“If you like cyberspy thrillers with some romance to spice things up, and snarky, strong women
and men, you'll love this series.”
-erobbins33 December 29 2019 verified purchase Audible.com review

The Enigma Dragon-A CATS Tale
By: Breakfield and Burkey
Published by: ICABOD Press
Available for Sale at: Amazon, Audible, iTunes,
EGB247.com, Indie Lector, Barnes and Noble, and more…
Retail Price for Print: 17.95
Print ISBN-13: 978-1-946858-24-5
Retail Price for eBook: 2.99
eBook ISBN: 978-1-946858-25-2
Retail Price for Audible: 17.47
Audible ISBN-13: 978-1-946858-26-9
Book Website: https://www.enigmabookseries.com/book-ninethe-enigma-dragon/
Author Website: https://enigmabookseries.com/

Review comments for The Enigma Dragon – A CATS Tale
"Astute prose and an unwavering pace energized by first-rate characters and subplots.”
−Kirkus Reviews: https://www.kirkusreviews.com/book-reviews/charles-v-breakfield/enigmadragon/
“This techno thriller is brilliantly written, with heart-stopping action and wonderfully likable
characters.”
-InD’Tale Magazine September 2018
“It’s obvious these authors take their jobs seriously. One can only imagine the amount of
research, writing, reviewing and editing that would have had to go into making something of this
caliber. “
-Sarah Natais May 17 2018 Goodreads
“The action could be considered exciting and visceral, but the antagonists are the selling points
for this book, lifting the plot out of multiple perspectives and scene-shifting (the action takes
place across four continents). “
-Laura Graves May 22 2018 Verified purchase Amazon review
“The twists and turns in this technological thriller are amazing. Breakfield and Burkey blend the
characters and plot together making them seamless – nothing is forced or out of balance.”
-Charla White Audio Book Reviewer July 19 2019

The Enigma Source
By: Breakfield and Burkey
Published by: ICABOD Press
Available for Sale at: Amazon, Audible, iTunes,
EGB247.com, Indie Lector, Barnes and Noble, and more…
Retail Price for Print: 17.95
Print ISBN-13: 978-1-946858-36-8
Retail Price for eBook: 2.99
eBook ISBN: 978-1-946858-37-5
Retail Price for Audible: 17.47
Audible ISBN-13: 978-1-946858-38Book Website: https://www.enigmabookseries.com/book-tenthe-enigma-source/
Author Website: https://enigmabookseries.com/

Review comments for The Enigma Source
"Another top-tier installment that showcases exemplary recurring characters and tech subplots.”
−Kirkus Reviews: https://www.kirkusreviews.com/book-reviews/charles-v-breakfield/theenigma-source/
“This is the first of the series I've read, but this multi-layered, intelligently plotted narrative stays
solidly on focus and can function as a standalone. “
-Stanley McShane Net Gallery review
“Not my usual kind of planet hopping, high adventure, alien encounter, Sci Fi but nevertheless a
great book, very well written. I very much enjoyed it”
-Janette Stephenson January 6 2019 Goodreads
“There were several moments that made my eyes water and my heart heavy but there were just
as many moments where I pumped my fist in the air. Comeuppance can be such a delightful
thing to hear! “
-Charla White Audio Book Reviewer January 6 2020

2019 Winner of 4 Dan Poynter Global Awards

The Enigma Dragon-A CATS Tale
By: Breakfield and Burkey
Published by: ICABOD Press
Available for Sale at: Amazon, Audible, iTunes,
EGB247.com, Indie Lector, Barnes and Noble, and more…
Retail Price for Print: 17.95
Print ISBN-13: 978-1-946858-40-5
Retail Price for eBook: 2.99
eBook ISBN: 978-1-946858-41-2
Retail Price for Audible: 17.47
Audible ISBN-13: 978-1-946858-42-9
Book Website: http://enigmabookseries.com/book-eight-theenigma-broker/
Author Website: http://enigmabookseries.com/

Review comments for The Enigma Beyond
"The authors’ tech-savvy prose is typically sharp, but the story also has breaths of fresh air, from
the still learning students to Tony’s off-the-grid run with new friend (aka romantic interest),
Rose, that’s free of contemporary technology. “
−Kirkus Reviews: https://www.kirkusreviews.com/book-reviews/charles-breakfield/theenigma-beyond/
“The Enigma Beyond being the eleventh volume of this series remains riveting and exciting. It’s
a continuation from previous installments but it did not leave me feeling like I joined a
conversation in the middle.
-Literary Titan January 2020
“The Enigma Beyond by Breakfield and Burkey has everything that you could wish for in a
thriller. The pace has been set wonderfully right from the beginning, the action is intense and the
overall feel of the story is incredible.
Rabia Tanveer for Readers’ Favorite January 2020
“This is one of those books that everyone should hear. It is an edge of your seat, mind-blowing,
realistic and far-reaching thriller that will leave you with nightmares.”
-Charla White Audio Book Reviewer February 2020

